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Summary
Using partition of sample space due to Tikkiwal (1972); Bhargava and Tllckiwal

(1978) re-defmed T5 and Tg -classes oflinear estimators, so as to make the seven classes
oflinear estimators broad-based. This paper discusses the existence or otherwise of
minimum-variance-linear-unbiased-estimator (MVLUE) in the T5 and Tg-classesand
in the most general class T7. It also gives a unified proof for the non-existence of
MVLUE in the T3 - class of Prabhu-Ajgaonkar and Tikkiwal (1961) for sampling
schemes with orwithout replacement.

Records : T-cIasses, partition of sample space, Minimum- variance
Imear-unbiased-estimator (MVLUE), Unified approach to sampling with and without

Midzuno samplingscheme, Horvitz-Tliompsonsampling

Introduction

Areview ofseven T-classes oflinear estimators, starting with the work of
Horvitz and Thompson [4] is given earlier by Bhargava and Tikkiwal [2]. While
reviewing the literature, they re-defined T5 and Tg-classes using partitionofsample'
space (Tikkiwal, [9]), so as to make the seven classes broad-based. It is shown by
them [Theorem 3.1, part (b), p. 15] that Godambe's general class [3] is asub-class
of Tv-class. Thus, Godambe showed only the non-existence of the minimum-
vanance-linear-unbiased-estimator (MVUJE) in this sub-class. This paper,
therefore, discusses the existence or otherwise of MALUE in the new T5 and
Ts-classes and also in the broad T7- class. Further, Prabhu-Ajgaonkarand Tikkiwal
[8] defined Ts-class for sampling with or without replacement differently (Table
3.1, p. 18) from other authors (Godambe [3] ; Koop [5] [6]) and proved the
non-existeiice of MVLUE separately for sampling schemes with replacement and
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for those without replacement. This paper gives a unified proof for the non-
existence of MVLUE in this Ts-class of Prabhu-Ajgaonkar and Tikkiwal for
sampling schemes with or wilhout replacement.

It is shown that T5and T7-classes oflinearunbiased estimators are, in general,
non-empty. However, there is no MVLUE in these.classes.

The new Tg-class of linear unbiased estimators is non-empty for simple
random sampling without replacement and the classical estimator, the sample
mean, is MVLUE in this class. However, for simple random sampling scheme with
replacement, Midzuno sampling scheme and Horvitz-Thompson's scheme, this
class is empty in general. The estimator for such sampling schemes lies in another
new class due to Tikkiwal, [11] Which depends on a particular Sp, the draw and
the out-come at that draw.

Forsimple random sampling with replacement and varying probabilities with
replacement,the Te-classmay still be treatedas empty for search of estimators for
thesesampling schemes; as in thesecasesthe estimator also lies in still anothernew
classdue to Tikkiwal [11]whichdepends only on an Sp for all samples in thatSp.

2. Approach to the Problem and Notations Used

Let ui, U2,...,un bfe the Ndistinct units ofgiven finite population. Let x; for
i =1,2,..., Ndenote the observation on the i*^ units u; ofthe population for the
character X under study. Because ofwhat is said inSection 1, the problem is to
examine existence orotherwise ofMVLUE inT5, Te and T7-classes, ofpopulation

N

total T(X) =2) Xi based onthe observations Xi onunits occuring ina given sample
i-l

St, of size n drawn from the Qriile population according to a certain samplingscheme
in which units are drawn one by one with or without replacement. In addition to
solve this problem, we are to provide a unified proof for the non-existence of
MVLUE in the Ts-class due to Prabhu- Ajgaonkar and Tikkiwal for sampling with
or without replacement.

We observe here that every sampling scheme gives rise to probability p(st)
to beassociated withthesample St such that2 p(st)=l, thesummation being over
all t, the numberof possiblesamples according to the given samplingscheme. If
the units are drawn one by one all along without replacement, the number of

/I^\possible samples is n ! , where as for unit by unit draw all along with

replacement, thisnumber is N". In thelatter case none of p(st) is zero; however in
/N\the former case we have to take p(st)=0 forthose N"- ^

occur, if we regard the number of possible samples stil

n ! samples which do not

to be IST". Thus, by taking
relevant p(st) to be zero, wecanalways take the number ofpossible samples tobe
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N° in any unit-by-unit draw sampling scheme with or without replacement or
partially with replacement and partially withoutreplacement. This we do havein
order to deal withthe problemof determiningMVLUEsimultaneously for all such
schemes. In this senseour approach is unified one, as one does not have to develop
theory for sampling without r&placement separately from that for samplingwith
replacement which is generally done otherwise as staled in Section 1. It may by
noted here that it is easy to invent samplingschemeswhichgiye rise to more than
N° possible samples. We ruleout suchsamplingschemes fromour consideration.

For wider applicability of the results, we examine first the existence of
unbiasedestimators in each of the four classesforX=(xi, X2,...., xn), whenx; can
take all values in theopeninterval (- oo ). If we regard X as a vectorlying in
the N-dimensionalvectorspace then it amounts to examiningthe existence of
unbiased estimators in each of the four classes for all X G R If there is no
unbiased estimator in a given class, then that class is said to be empty. When a
particular class in non- empty, we then proceed to examine for the existence or
otherwise ofMVLUE inthat class again for all XG R^.

Before discussing the main problem, we present below the partition of the
sample space, as refened in Section 1, alongwith the necessary terminology and
notations to be used subsequently.

Let the sample St consist of k distinct units (ii, 12, •••, ik) v^^here k=l,2,...,n.
Let ij-th unit in this sample for j=l,2,...,k occur r!""' times with 2j R'̂ ' = n. Let

'j 'jr'p' = ,r|p^ ,...,R?''' j .Let Mki denote the total number of R^^ vectors, the
number which is independent of the nature of k units and is equal to [Koop,

[7], p.20]. For agiven R®, we have Mup =[n! / jr R '̂!] possible number of
j-i '•

samples for different ordering of the same units. Thus, the number of possible
samples for a givenvectorR(p) is also independent of the natuieof k units. LetSp
be thesetof these Mup samples; each sample having the same k units (ii,i2,-,jk)
with ij-th units occuring RI""' times for j =1, 2,..., k. For agiven kdistinct units,
we have My such sets. Let Ci denote the class of these Mki sets for i=l,2,...,

k k
being the number of ways in which k distinct units can be chosen out

or N unifs. Let p(Sp) and p(Ci) denote respectively the probabilities of getting a
particular Sp G Ci and of getting that Q itself. Let p(st), as above, denote the
probability ofa sample St G Sp. Let2(i)stand for the summation over allpossible
samples St indifferent Sp's spread over different Ci's and 2(i) for summation over
all samples St containing i-th unit for summation over all samples St containing i-th
fori=l,2,..,N.
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3. On theNon-Existence ofMVLVE in Tj-Class

An estimator in Ta-class, based oii tlie sample St for t=1,2,...,N° is given

T3= P^

where p®t jg the weight dependent on the sample s,. We first determine the weights
in number N", such that £(13) =! for all x£ and therebyshow that this

class oflinear unbiased estimators is non-empty. Here

E(t3) =2Xip(i)pStR(p)p(3 y

which in turn gives

for i=1,2,.,.,Nas the necessary and sufficient conditions ofunbiasedness These
N equations are consistent as

P®' =1/ [P(s )C] for all s, with p(s,) ps 0; p®' =Po,

anarbitrary constant for all s,with p(sj =O; and with

y, R. '̂ X.

• p:
1-1 1-1 p-i

(3.1)

C=[2(i)R!>"]=2 "2" i rV
1 kip

provide asolution of(3.2). TBe quantity C, itself, means the total.number of
times i-th unit occurs in different samples. Thus, for sampling without
replacement.

/N-1
n-1

n!

and for sampling with replacement

(N-l)''-j
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= N"

= nN"-'

2j
m

N
\ / \

n-j
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Thus, the quantity Cis independent of i and thus P®' varies only with the
probability of the sample.

Thus, Ts-class'is, in general, a non-empty class. The variance of the estimator
T3 is given by

V(t3) =2(i)[p«'(2jRj|"xjf p(s.)-T^
(3.3)

For minimisation ofthe variance of T3 with respect to the weights P®', we
take

2(i)P®'p(s0 = V(T3 ) - 22 Xi
(3.4)

where Xj is the Lagrange's undetermined multiplier corresponding to (3.2)

for i =i, 2,..., N. Equating 90/ ap®' to zero, we get

P®' =
2 k. R®
j

(p)

SRij Xi.
j

2 , for allSt with p(st)0

(3.5)

The choice of p®' should hold for all x £ R '̂̂ inorder that the variance of
T3 be minimum for all xG R '̂̂ . Let us take aparticular population X=(0,0,...
, Xi ?! 0, 0,..., 0) withunitUi E St. Then (3.5) implies that

2X..r'^'
P^=: l::j- ^ -
^ • (P)^2 / , fofall s, with p(sj)»: 0

(3.6)
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LetX=(xi, X2,..., xn) with allXi inthegiven St being zero. Then (3.5) implies

that 2j rI*"' j=0.So P®' =0, for all St with p(st) ^0. Similarly other p®"s for
such st's can be shown to be zero. But this choice of p®' does not satisfy the
conditions ofunbiasedness andhence thereisa contradiction, showing therebythe
non-existence of MVLUE. This gives the unified proof of the non-existence of
MVLUE in Ts-class under consideration for samplingschemes with or without
replacement.

A.On theNon-existence ofMVLUE in TyClass

Anestimator inTs-class, based ona sample St G Sp is defined as

T5 =5:p.''r;'''x.
j i i i (4.1)

It hasbeenshownby Bhargava and Tikkiwal[2]that T2-class estimatordue
to Godambe [3]andKoop [5]; andT3 and Ts-class estimators due to Koop [5] lie
in this class. Basu's estimator [1] based on distinct units for simple random
sampling with replacement also lies in this class. Thus it is a wider class and is
non-empty.

We now give a general proof of this class being non-empty class of linear
unbiased estimators. For this type of estimator to be unbiased, we must have

p:
222

k-i 1-1 p-i
p(Sp)Rf'Pf''

for i = 1, 2,..., N.A consistantsolutionof these N equations is given by

S r (P),
p. = l/F p(S )CR forallsuch weights with

fN-n
n ^k-1 J My n

C = 2 2 2(1) =2
k-l 1-1 p-l k-1

m-n
k-l J. k-l

fn-l\
k-l

(4.2)

showing that the Ts-class, in general, is non-empty class. That this estimator is
different from Basil's estimator for SRSWR is easily noted. The, variance of the
estimator T5 is given by

V(T5) = 2 2 2
k 1 p

•2pH '̂x.
j 'j 'j 'i

P(Sp)-T^
(4.3)
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By defining 0 as inSection3with Xj as Lagrange's undetermined multiplier
corresponding to the i-th equation of(4.2) for i = 1, 2,..., Nand then equating
3 0/0 p.''to zero, we have

-i 'i
Xi = , for all i e s, e Sp

(4.4)

Considering the same two vector populations X, as in Section 3, in (4.4), we
P; =-0 for all i and Sp. However, the set ofp.'with all their values zero, does

not satisfy the conditions ofunbiasedness, thereby bringing a contradiction. Thus
MVLUE does not exist.

5.On the Existence orOtherwise ofMVLUE inTg-Class

5.1. General discussion. An estimator in Tg-class based on aparticular sample s, is
given by

T6 =2 P '̂ X
r-1 (5.1.1)

where p " denotes the weight to be associated with X,, the variate value ofthe unit

drawn at r-th draw. The total number of weights p^" is

2 M = n 2
fn-l\

k k
\

kl
k k H.

Thecondition of unbiasedness gives rise to

n (k-l) „
2 2 2 2

k=l 1-1 p-l r-l
? p(s)6
t-l ' "

1

fori = l, 2,..., N with

1, if i-th unit occurs at r-th draw insample s,

0, otherwise

Aconsistent solution ofthese Nequations isgiven by

.6ri =

(5.1.2)
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C.n 2p(s.)6^
l^t-i (5.1.3)

for r and Sp with C = CN-l^
k-1

n-l

k-1
\

, provided the expression for p ' is same

for all i. In such situations, Tg-class is a non-emptyclass, otherwise the estimator
would jump to a new class due to TikWwal [11] which depends ona particular Sp,
the draw and the out-come at that draw.

In order to examine the existence or otherwise of MVLUE for the situations

where Te-class is non-empty, we note that the variance of the estimator in Tg-class
is given by

V(T6) = 2(i)
s« \SP/X p(s) --f

After differentiating the function

0=V(T6)-22Xi r2(i)((2,pSj p(s,))-l

with regard to a particular p •• and putting that equal to zero, we get

Mup
2
t-i

2p;x x„ p(s)

= 2 Xi 2 6^.; p(s,)
t-1

(5.1.4)

(5.1.5)

bp

The MVLUE will now be determined by solving (5.1.5) for different P ,

along with the conditions of unbiasedness given by (5.1.2). We now use these
equations to obtainMVLUE in somespecial cases.
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5.2 Theminimum variance linear unbiased estimation in Tg-class for simple
random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR)

67

From (5.1.3) we note that for SRSWOR, C=
N-1

n-1
and so p ' = for all

Sp and r.Thus, Te-class isnon-empty for this sampling scheme. Inthis case, (5.1.5)
reduces to

n!

s
t-1

jx„'

= (n-1) !

2 h
ies„

2 \
ies„

• n!

2 6,i )
t=i

for different Sp and r'. For any given Sp, we have asetofnsuch equations. Taking
any two such equations one for r' and other for r" (^/r'), we have

2
t-i

2 p'' X
' r r

X, = • 2
t-i

which on further simplification gives

2p'"X ]X„
r r"

•)

(n-1) 2 X. -
ies es

2 X.X.
i,jes es_ ' J

= 0

Since, in general, the second factor is not equal to zero, therefore,

^ - P '̂ ^=0.As it is true for any arbitrary r', r" and Sp ; P '̂ =Kfor all Sp
and r.ThatK=N/nis nowseen from (5.1.2).Thus the classical estimator is MVLUE
in this dass for SRSWOR.-

That, Te-class is an empty class for simple random sampling with
replacement for sample size n > 2 is seen by noting that in this case

g

p;=NyrMkip rP' c is not independent of i for n>2. Similarly, we can see that
Te-class is also empty for Midzuno scheme of sampling with or without
replacement for any value of n > 1 and for Horvitz-Thompspn's sampling scheme.
The estimator for such schemes jumps to the new class ai observed in Section 5.1.

For SRSWR and n=2, the classical estimator lies in Te-class and also in a

different newclass byTikkiwal [11], which depends onanSp only, forall St E Sp.
These observations are noted as a special case of the general discussion in the
following section.
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5.3 Emptiness orotherwise ofTg-classforsampling with varyingprobabilities
with replacement.

For simplicity we limit our discussions to the case for the sample size n=2.
Inthis case the setSp consists ofsamples containing dtherone distnict unit ortwo
distnict units. Thus , Mup, the number ofsamples in an Sp iseither one or two. If
the probability ofselecting i-th unit at r-th draw ispi forall i and r = 1,2 such that
2i (pi) = 1;then

2Np'
, foran Sp consisting of samples with
i-th unit alone as distinct units ;

, foran Sp consisting ofsamples with
2NpiPj ith andj-th units asdistinct units.

for r =1,2 and all Sp. Inthis case the p "is not only independent ofi but also ofr
and so depends only on Sp. Thus, its properties are perhaps better discussed by
treating this estimator in the different new class discussed in the previous section.
Otherwise proceeding as inSection 3,we can prove, using (5.1.5), that =0for
all r and Sp there by showing that MVLUE does not exist in Tg-class for this
sampling scheme.

6.0n theNon-existence ofMVLUE inTj-Class

Anestimator based onthe sample St inTv-class is given by

t7 =2('p' x\
') (6.1)

The total number of weights P is nN" in general. These weights are fixed in

advance. Thecondition of unbiasedness givesriseto

KD (6.2)

fori = l,2,...,N.With
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1, if i-thunit occurs atthe r-th draw in agiven s, £ S',
the sample space ofall possible samples

0, otherwise

6ri

Aconsistant solution ofthese Nequations is given by

p!' Pir

2 (Pir 6ri ) p (S, ) C

fort - 1, 2,..., N°, r =1, 2,..., nand i =1, 2,..., Nwith

C =

'N-n

k-l J
2 '2 2 M^,
k-i 1-1 p.i "P

and Pir denoting the probability ofselecting i-th

(6.3)

unit at r-th draw. Hence Tg-class is non-empty.The .variance of the estimator
given by

IS

Afterdifferentiating the function

0=V(T7)-22>4 |̂ 2(i)((2,p^^6^.) p(s ))-l

"with respect to and equating to zero, we get

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

with denoting the vaiiate value of the unit that occurs at r-th draw for agiven
sample s,. For population vector

X=[X. =1, Xi.,= 0 for i'(;i= i,) =1, 2,..., N],

(6.6) gives p and for population vectorX=[X; =0for all iEs, and arbitrary

values for others] gives X; =0, Thus p' =0for any given s„ rand i. But this choice
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of b'' does not satisfy the conditions of unbiasedness, thus leading to a
ro

contradiction. Hence MVLUE does not exist in this class.
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